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                                          Medical care centre                                 Casa Municipal for District 1

The inhabitants’ view
The inhabitants have requirements for different kinds of social services within the 
neighbourhood. A day nursery and community centre were pointed out to have high 
priority and construction of some kind of educational centre was also mentioned. 
Moreover, the surveys revealed dissatisfaction with the existing health care centre due to 
its limited service. A minority want to have premises for religious aim.
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Commercial service

The commercial service within the neighbourhood is mainly located along the 
Avenida Cirvunvalación Beijing and at the Avenida Villazon. The services at Avenida 
Circunvalacion Beijing consist for example of restaurants, repair shops and a bakery. 
There are also several small shops that sell, for example, detergent. North of SEMAPA, 
on Avenida Circunvalacion Beijing, there is a market every Sunday. The market stalls fill 
one of the lanes thereby restricting the traffic and limiting safety on the street.

Small temporary stands selling food along the streets is a typical sight in Cochabamba. 
In the neighbourhood, there are stands located at Avenida Circunvalacion Beijing, beside 
the medical care centre and the police office. Furthermore, in the southeast part along 
Avenida Villazon there are kiosks vending food. Since there are not any organized parking 
facilities, people park along the roadside. The business premises, at the Avenida Villazon, 
contain among others a car dealer and a company selling tiles. Other commercial services 
within the neighbourhood are several small shops, which even offer telephone service, 
a paper store and a security company. The small shops have limited supplies. Moreover, 
there is a meat and vegetable stand that attracts customers even from adjacent areas. 
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The Sunday market

                     Kiosks along the Avenida Villazon                                    Temporary stall selling food

The inhabitants’ view
According to the survey, the majority of the inhabitants make their shopping outside the 
housing area in different marketplaces, for example on Cancha, the largest market in 
the city. Only few do their shopping in supermarkets or within the neighbourhood. But 
on Sundays, the marketplace on Avenida Circunvalacion Beijing is a popular place to 
do purchases on. A new market place within the housing area seems to have rather high 
priority. Some inhabitants consider though that the existing market on Sundays causes 
problems and they are in general opposed to a market place in the neighbourhood. In the 
surveys emerged that some inhabitants want to build a supermarket in the area.
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Green open space

The area surrounding the canal is aimed to be a green open space. Unfortunately it does 
not work as a recreational area, people only pass through it. During most of the year the 
canal with surroundings is a more or less empty gravel area, containing trees and bushes. 
However, in rainy season, the open space turns green. Apart from the green open space, 
there are only few streets with trees along that contribute to the greenery. Almost all the 
gardens are hidden behind high walls leading to an overall impression of little vegetation. 
The whole planned recreational area is not accessible in present situation because the 
Base Territorial Organization uses one part as a storage area. Between the football field 
and the storage area, there is a slope of few metres but there is not any fence. The green 
open space lacks lighting; consequently it is not secure area after the dark to be in. 
                                                  

       During rain season                                                  During dry season

The inhabitants’ view
Construction of recreational areas, including green open spaces, has the highest priority 
according to the surveys. People want to have green open space should containing for 
example parks and plantations of trees. Inhabitants want lighting in the green open space 
to allow it to be used after dark.

                  


